ABOUT THE MAX PLANCK FLORIDA
INSTITUTE FOR NEUROSCIENCE (MPFI)
MPFI is a member of the prestigious Max Planck Society, the
number one nonprofit biomedical organization in the world.
MPFI focuses on discovering answers to the fundamental
questions of the brain in a vibrant, collaborative environment
where scientists are empowered to take on high-risk projects that
act as a catalyst for highly-rewarding discoveries.
MPFI is the only Max Planck Institute in North America.

MPFI BY THE NUMBERS
MPFI is part of Germany’s Max Planck Society, the globe’s most
successful research organization. There are more than 80 institutes worldwide, and
since its founding, Max Planck researchers have been awarded the Nobel

Prize 29 times, including two in 2021 alone!

2 PERFECT
SCORES

29

Since 2011, MPFI researchers and directors have significantly exceeded the average
success rate for National Institutes of Health (NIH) grant applications with
two MPFI researchers receiving perfect scores on their applications, a
rare achievement from even the most established scientists.

MPFI Scientists have have produced more than 191 research publications and
their findings have been cited

x8

more than 40,000 times.

MPFI is home to eight state of the art research groups that employ ground-breaking
techniques to study the brain. Two of these groups are lead by past winners of a Max Planck
Society competition who could choose any Max Planck Institute to start their labs.

They chose Max Planck Florida.

MPFI has educated more than 333 scientific trainees through our
internships, undergrad, postbaccalaureate, Ph.D. and postdoc programs
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CURIOSITY DRIVEN DISCOVERY AND EXCEPTIONAL INNOVATION
• MPFI’s fundamental research is answering the
toughest questions in neuroscience. Our facility,
with more than 80 scientists, develops cuttingedge approaches that are leading the world with
new understanding of how the brain functions in
health and disease.
• Having a world-class imaging center, machine
shop, animal resource center, and molecular core
working side by side with researchers, gives MPFI
scientists the most effective and cutting-edge
advantages in their unique research pursuits.
• MPFI maintains innovative tech partnerships with leading international companies, such as Abberior
Instruments and Zeiss Microscopy, giving Max Planck Florida researchers access to the most powerful
and advanced tools offered, often before they are commercially available anywhere else.
• The MPFI Scientific Fellows Program is training the next generation of neuroscience researchers. This
innovative program for undergraduate, postbaccalaureate, graduate and postdoctoral researchers draws
students from leading universities around the world.
• MPFI provides inspiring educational opportunities for Palm Beach County students including high
school summer research Internships, MPFI Brain Bee Competition, Science Career Panel, teacher
workshops and more.
• MPFI’s SunposiumTM brings world-renowned thought leaders, including Nobel Prize winners, to share their
insights and discoveries with the next generation of scientists.
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